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â€œTo The Women I Once Lovedâ€• is a reflection of a poetâ€™s heart, his deepest inner feelings
towards past relationships and how they contributed to the man he has become. Each piece brings
consciousness to parts of a woman that ought to be glorified, qualities men sometimes neglect in
relationships; while making both men and women aware that who they become has a direct
correlation with who theyâ€™ve been with. Pierre allows readers to see where he missed it before in
a way that is uplifting not only to the reader but also the women of his past. This literary piece is
filled with hope and will salivate the soul of those waiting on love.
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This book is amazing! You will find yourself diving deeper and deeper until there are no more pages
left. The single most important thing he did in his book was connect his message with the divine
Creator. He explains that a woman should allow the Love of God to fuel her... He speaks out on
what society seems to be scared to talk about, purity. And from a male perspective he shows that
there are men willing to commit to a woman who is in love with God and his commandments. The
book is also great because he shows that as a man he loves the not so perfect woman. We all have
pretended to have it together when in reality we were crumbling cause our past, childhood, society,
work, or whatever.... This book showed its ok as a woman not to have it all together. Take some
time n realize u don't have to carry it all in.. Some guy is dreaming of how to make u laugh in ur
darkest hour... Don't be afraid to be you...

Pierre Alex Jeanty is an amazing, honest poet. I mean, words can't describe what beautiful mind

and heart he has that shine through in his writing. His last book, Unspoken Feelings of a
Gentleman, is a book I personally think all men should read. This book, on the other hand, is the
one all women should read. His poetry is empowering and honest. Read it, then give it to your
daughters, your best friends, your sisters. All women need to know that they are valuable and that
they deserve more than to be loved and appreciated only after they leave the picture.

This book is absolutely beautiful! You will not be able to put it down! Every page is absolutely
perfect and everything you can want from a poetry book! I am absolutely in love with every poem
from start to finish! This book is a true classic and worth every penny! It's a great read for all ages
single or married!

Amazing author, motivational speaker and purveyor of good love, please get this book for your
friends, your girlfriend, your BEST friend---any man that is looking for the words to say about the
feelings they have for ladies. Thank you Alex for this read :)

I felt like a combination of my exes were all speaking to me at one point and I began to understand
why the situations had to happen but find peace. The first begins by soothing your heart and then
mending and encouraging it back to health. Thanks Pierre for writing this book.

@pierre: i saw this post on my newsfeed and I was immediately taken by your words and almost felt
like it was written about me. I bought the book immediately and I'm almost through reading it and I
love it. Obviously it isn't about me but what was comforting to know that there are many women out
there just like me and some different and no matter who they are or what they believe in,they have
their heart broken by someone at some point. If they could get through it so can i. It's nice to see
that a man cares enough to publicly accept how he wronged all the women in his life, he may not be
able to fix it but at least he offered them closure via this book. Great work. Good luck for your future
endeavors.

Pierre does an excellent job describing his personal experiences with women and what he has
learned. He's an amazing poet , whose words have touched me and remind me that I'm a queen
who deserves the world. In a world where relationships are mediocre and no longer exist as they
use to , he shows that women are beautifully deep and there is hope. Not only should women read
this to gain clarity but men as well.

This book is a great read! Not only for women, but I think for men also! This book was hard to put
down at times. It's so relatable. I think that most women can really relate with the stories and that's
what makes it so real. It's also nice to have this from a man's perspective. I know for myself, and I'm
sure that other women feel the same, that when a relationship ends we just think that the guy is 'just
fine' and that they don't even think about it. And that may be true for some. But, it's refreshing to
know that some men may actually think about the woman and the situation/relationship and really
reflect on it or think about how that woman made a difference in their life, whether it was learning
from her, being heartbroken, or learning from a bad situation. So I must commend Mr. Jeanty on this
book! GREAT READ!!!!
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